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As the wireless communication develops, the usable spectrum becomes more and 
more scarce. Cognitive Radio (CR) can improve the spectrum efficiency, which is 
regarded as one of the most important technology to solve the problem of spectrum 
shortage. However, relevant researches indicate that, because the CR users have great 
autonomy and transmiting control ability, the CR network is vulnerable to selfish 
attack. For example, in a distributed CR network without constraint and incentive, the 
rational CR users are likely to increase their sending probability without permission, 
and aim at maximizing their throughput gain. The selfish attack leads an unfair result 
between CR users, even can lead a denial of service attack. 
 This paper takes the sending probability control for an example in CR network, 
builds a trusting mechanism based on repeated game, to inspire CR users to use 
spectrum legally. In order to eliminate the attack motivation of the rational CR user, 
this paper proposes a Cooperation Jamming-based Cognitive Radio Security (CJCRS) 
mechanism to punish cheater and make its utilitiy lower than that of a non-cheating 
user. CJCRS mechanism consists of a detection scheme and a punishment scheme. 
The punishment scheme includes two parts: in the stage 1, other CR users jam the 
cheater in turn to destroy the communication of the cheater, hence the cheater has to 
stop sending data to reduce loss; in stage 2, other CR users can transmit data legally, 
but the cheater has to keep silence, otherwise, it will get a more serious punish. 
Simulation results show the performance of the CJCRS mechanism is better than that 
of the traditional IEEE 802.11 DCF mechanism: the CJCRS mechanism can reduce 
the utility of the cheater and improve the average utility of non-cheating users 
effectively when the selfish attack occurs, which proves the effectiveness and stability 
of this mechanism for selfish attack defense. 
















a repeated game, provide the theoretical basis for the CR users to share spectrum 
legally based on trust mechanism; moreover, this paper proposes an effectively 
Cooperation Jamming-based Cognitive Radio Security mechanism to punish the 
cheater. This mechanism can make the selfish CR user to give up cheating, and 
defense selfish attack effectively. 
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